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An overarching goal in quantum optical technologies is to improve the transmission and detection of quantum
states of light, which have a broad range of applications from precision metrology to quantum imaging [1].
In order to improve the detection efficiency of quantum states of light, it is essential to develop tools that
can minimize or compensate for optical loss.

Here we present a phase-sensitive amplifier (PSA) and show that it can be used to preserve the quantum
properties of a two-mode squeezed state in the presence of loss. A PSA is a special type of quantum-limited
amplifier that can amplify one quadrature of a signal while keeping the signal-to-noise ratio constant [2].
We demonstrate that a PSA can act as a “pre-amplifier” that compensates for losses that occur during
downstream transmission or detection. Phase-sensitive amplifiers have been shown to improve the effective
quantum efficiency of detectors [3] and to probabilistically restore entanglement in the presence of loss [4].
Here we use a PSA to deterministically improve the measurement of a two-mode squeezed state of light [5].

The conceptual motivation for our experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A source generates a bright two-mode
squeezed state, and each mode is sent through a PSA in advance of further transmission or detection losses.
We will present a proof-of-principle experiment in which we place a PSA in only one mode of a two-mode
squeezed state and show that we can restore the amount of measured intensity-difference squeezing even in
the presence of substantial loss. Our PSA consists of a four-wave mixing process in 85Rb. We find that
when the gain of the PSA’s four-wave mixing process is 1 (i.e., no pre-amplification), the measured squeez-
ing disappears at a loss of approximately 60 %. However, with PSA gains of 3.5 (2.3), we still measure
approximately 4 dB (2 dB) of squeezing even with 70 % loss.

This PSA could be used to compensate for loss in precision measurements or quantum communication
schemes. In conjunction with our recent progress in generating low-frequency squeezing, this scheme could
also be very useful for quantum imaging applications because it can support multiple spatial modes.
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Figure 1 The conceptual schematic for our experiment. We
consider a source that generates a bright two-mode squeezed
state. Each mode is sent through a phase-sensitive amplifier
(PSA). We represent the variable loss in each of the modes (a
and b) as a beamsplitter with transmission ηa,b. The output
of the photocurrents of the detectors (D) are then sent to a
post-processing measurement (M).
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